Future Music Events in the HBLL:

Wed. Dec. 14 at 6 PM in 4420 HBLL
Hymn Sing: Christmas Sing-along
LDS Composers Near and Far
November 30, 2016, AT NOON

Leigh Harline
1907-1969
U of U graduate
Film composer and songwriter

Newel Kay Brown
Music Professor, University of North Texas (retired)
U of U graduate

Suzanne Shippen
Freelance musician and teacher, Alpine
BM and MM from BYU

Mark Mitchell
Composer in many genres, including video games
PhD from UBC (Canada)

Francisco Estévez
Composer and music teacher in Spain (retired)
Educated at Conservatoires in Madrid and Seville,
the Musik Hochschule in Dusseldorf, the
Musikhochschule in Essen Werden and the
Department of Electronic Music in the University Of Utrecht.

LDS Composers Near and Far
November 30, 2016, AT NOON

No strings
When you wish upon a star.........................Leigh Harline
Katherine Bickel, soprano
Laurel Jensen, piano

Lyric for Flute and Harp..............................Newel Kay Brown
Victoria Wirthlin, flute
Anamae Anderson, harp

I Will Always Turn to Thee
Lullaby to Jesus
Because of Him I Live Again.......................Suzanne Shippen
Michelle Sundwall, soprano
Suzanne Shippen, piano

Three pieces for piano:
Farewell, Summer’s End, Hymn....................Mark Mitchell
Cyrena Mendoza, piano

Homenaje a Lorca: Bella Gitana, Flores,
Interior, Nana, Contrastes..........................Francisco Estévez
Jennifer Babidge, soprano
Scott Holden, piano